Hello and welcome!
We’re very happy you’re here.
We’ve created this scavenger hunt to help
you explore Discovery World’s Reiman Aquarium.
Take as much time as you need. There’s no prize for finishing within a given amount of time.
To be honest, there’s no prize for finishing at all.

Find the Electric Eel. Look closely. Do you see the tiny pits on its face and along its
body? Electric eels live in very murky water and can’t see very much around them.
Knowing that, what do you think those tiny pits are?
(Parents/Guardians – Those pits are sensors. Specifically, they sense the movement of water.
To stun its prey, an electric eel emits high-voltage pulses of electricity. These pulses cause
muscle spasms, which cause the prey fish to thrash around. The electric eel senses that
thrashing, which helps it locate its prey in muddy water.)

What fish live in the North Atlantic Tank?
Take a selfie with a jellyfish. Post it on social media. Win… the admiration of your friends
and family. #DiscoveryWorldMKE
In the Caribbean Tank, there’s a fish called a lookdown. It is iridescent silver, flat, and
has a deeply forked tail. It has sweeping, curved fins on the top and bottom. It also has
a steep sloped forehead. Can you find it?
What does a sturgeon feel like?
How many turtles can you find?
Find a fish with really large scales. What do you think those really large scales are for?
Find one difference between the bigmouth buffalo (or smallmouth buffalo) and the
common carp.
Find a fish with eyes on the side of its head. Why do you think a fish would have eyes on
the side of its head? What’s the benefit of having eyes on the side of your head?
Find a fish with eyes located on the front of its head. Why do you think a fish would
have eyes located on the front of its head?
What color are the poison dart frogs? Why are Discovery World’s poison dart frogs
probably not all that poisonous?

